A new Adventure

Sometime you do not want to go a new place, because when that happened you do not
enjoy it or simple you waste your time. In this case I want to share with you a new and
wonderful adventure that I had, when I went to Biscayne Nature Center in Crandon Park. It
was an unexpected experience that I won’t to forget in my life. It is a natural place in the south
beaches where you feel related with the nature and you cannot believes how many thing you
do not know from your environment. This place is dedicated to study and protected the nature
and the environment. In this place as soon as you arrived there you get hug from the nature.
Everything calls your attention special the knowledge from people who work there. It takes few
minutes, first for them to explain their job and the objective of why we are there. They explain
step by step, of what you have to do for being involved in an expectacular and new adventure
never seems before. After you get familiar with the place and to know everything about this
place you also learned the safety roles that you should follow for being protected and
preventing from any accident .Wearing comfortable an appropriate clothes and shoes. Once
you get ready for going to the water you expect to get a fish soon but it is not work like that.
You have to get your hammock in your hands walking slowly truth the water with it and count
between 10 ‐12 steps, after that you pick it up to the top and see what you have there. I got
surprised because I got my first pipefish in my first intention. Every body at least got one fish, it
was funny and interesting. We also get some cowfishes, sponges, jellyfish and other species
very interesting and beautiful. We took a lot pictures and enjoying in family and friend the
weather and the place. At the end the specialist in the material told us everything about those
strange species. Everything about where they live, how is the life in the ocean, what they do,
their food, how they breathe and everything about them. In my particular case it was a
wonderful adventure where I learned the diversity of the ocean and also I learned about those
species never seem before for me. We had a funny day fishing enjoying with friend and family. I
know every one enjoyed and learned like me the interesting ocean life.

